Janet Bradshaw, P. Eng., new PEGNL Professional Standards Director

Janet Bradshaw, P. Eng. has joined the PEGNL staff as Professional Standards Director effective January 15, 2015. Janet is currently registered with PEGNL, but has also been a member of APEGBC (2003-2011) and PEGNL (1989-2003). Her engineering career includes work in the mining industry, municipal infrastructure and consulting in BC as well as design and project management in St. John’s. She was also formerly General Manager of Metrobus in St. John’s. Janet is trained in Facilitation and Alternative Dispute Resolution and was a provincial court mediator in BC. She graduated with a Bachelor of Engineering (MUN, Civil 1981) and a Bachelor of Science (MUN, Mathematics 1980). Janet is also a former member of PEGNL’s Board of Directors (1999-2001) as well as a number of other PEGNL committees.

Leo White, P. Eng., FEC, continues as Professional Standards Director at PEGNL working part time until the end of April, at which time he will retire from PEGNL. Leo has worked as PEGNL Professional Standards Director since 2005 and made a tremendous contribution to the regulation of the professions over that time.